Australian SEP candidates discuss key political issues on Brisbane community radio
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This interview with the Socialist Equality Party’s two candidates for the Senate on Queensland, Mike Head and John Davis, was broadcast last night on 4ZZZ, Brisbane’s community radio station.

The 15-minute interview with 4ZZZ’s Blair Martin covers a range of essential issues, starting with the SEP’s deregistration under the anti-democratic electoral laws jointly pushed through federal parliament last year by the Labor Party and the Liberal-National Coalition.

The interview deals with the US-NATO proxy war against Russia in Ukraine and the danger of world war, the catastrophic COVID-19 “live with the virus” policy of governments and climate change, as well as the conditions facing young workers, and the need for a workers’ government to totally reorganise society along genuinely socialist and democratic lines.

The interview was broadcast locally on 4ZZZ 102.1FM and globally on ZED DIGITAL.
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